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Diana Garber of Intuitive Concepts
Introduces Feng Shui to the Breathing Association
SUNBURY, OH, (November 2, 2012) – When President and CEO of The Breathing Association, Dr.
Marie E. Collart, PhD, decided to have Feng Shui Master, Diana Garber of Intuitive Concepts,
conduct an assessment on the headquarters of The Breathing Association, she knew of Master
Garber’s reputation. Having known that Garber was credentialed as a clinical instructor and Feng
Shui practitioner by The Ohio State University in 2005, and having served on faculty at OSU’s Center
for Integrative Medicine, Dr. Collart was familiar with Garber’s approach (which is based on sound
principles, quantum physics, risk management, and ancient Chinese Feng Shui doctrine). It wasn’t
the first time Dr. Collart worked with Master Garber since Garber conducted a consultation on her
residence where positive results were achieved.
Garber’s assessment encompassed more work than was originally anticipated due to utilization of the
space (which encompasses an intake center, health clinic, corporate offices, and another service
provider). This entailed much more time because Garber’s approach is not a cookie-cutter “fix,” nor
does it fall into the category of interior decorating; it is energy management. Garber (who is renowned
for her detail, expertise, and high-touch commitment) assessed the external perimeter, traffic flow,
inner floor plans, business goals, personnel, and needs of community that The Breathing Association
supports.
The Breathing Association has served the community for over 100 years, and currently helps over
10,000 people each year. Their service model is a national inspiration. The HEAP (Home Energy
Assistance Program) is an instrumental outreach program that helps patients. Wellness and wellbeing
is a shared vision, and thus why this partnership is a match made in heaven.
Due to Garber’s background in disaster recovery and business continuity, Garber also offered
suggestions regarding The Breathing Association’s emergency preparedness which ultimately affects
their satellite offices. The next step is for Garber to assess the Feng Shui of these facilities.
Initially (at the onset of a consult) results aren’t always evident, but this was not the case at The
Breathing Association. Staff members remarked they felt an energy shift right away but didn’t know
why. Positive energy shifts will continue to occur over the next few months as remedies are applied.
Garber’s goal is that Feng Shui be subtle (not obvious) and organic -- in other words, someone
doesn’t enter and say, “Oh you did Feng Shui”, but rather, “I feel respected, safe, and secure here.”
She believes that when you can feel the difference rather than see the changes, it’s a job well done.
The Breathing Association has acknowledged Master Garber’s commitment on their website, and she
will appear in their annual report. For more information regarding Diana Garber or Feng Shui, visit
Intuitive Concepts.
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